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Objective
Compare 7 machine learning algorithms with an expert constructed
Bayesian network on detection of patients with influenza syndrome.
Introduction
Early detection of influenza outbreaks is critical to public health
officials. Case detection is the foundation for outbreak detection. Pre-
vious study by Elkin el al. demonstrated that using individual emer-
gency department (ED) reports can better detect influenza cases than
using chief complaints [1]. Our recent study using ED reports
processed by Bayesian networks (using expert constructed network
structure) showed high detection accuracy on detection of influenza
cases [2].
Methods
The dataset used in this study includes 182 ED reports with con-
firmed PCR influenza tests (Jan 1, 2007-Dec 31, 2009) and 40853
ED reports as control cases from 8 EDs in UPMC (Jul 1, 2010-Aug
31, 2010). All ED reports were deidentified by De-ID software with
IRB approval.
An NLP system, Topaz, was used to extract relevant findings and
symptoms from the reports and encoded them with the UMLS con-
cept unique identifier codes [2]. Two subsets were created: DS1-train
(67% of cases) and DS1-test (remaining 33%). 
The algorithms used for training the models are: Naïve Bayes Clas-
sifier, Efficient Bayesian Multivariate Classification (EBMC) [3],
Bayesian Network with K2 algorithm, Logistic Regression (LR),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
and Random Forest (RF).
The predictive performance of each method was evaluated using
the area under the receiver operator characteristic (AUROC) and the
Hosmer-Lemeshow (HL) statistical significance testing, that de-
scribes the lack-of-fit of the model to the dataset.
Results
The evaluation results of all the models using DS1-test, including
the AUROC, its confidence interval, p-value (between each algorithm
and the expert) and the calibration with HL are shown in Table 1.
Conclusions
All models achieved high AUROC values. The pairwise compar-
ison of p-values in Table 1 demonstrates that the AUROCs of all the
machine-learning models and the expert model were not significantly
different. Nevertheless, EBMC is the best fitted. The model created
by EBMC is shown in Figure 1.
One limitation of the study is that the test dataset has low influenza
prevalence, which may bias the detection algorithm performance. We
are in the process of testing the algorithms using higher prevalence
rate. 
The same process could also be applied to other diseases to further
research the generalizability of our method.
Predictive performance and Calibration
Area under the ROC curve (AUROC) with 95% Confidence Interval; p-
value relative to the Expert model; and Hosmer-Lemeshow calibration sta-
tistic
Influenza Syndrome model created using the EBMC algorithm
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